[Interdomain interactions in aspartic proteases of higher organisms and their analogs in retroviral enzymes].
A continuous chain of hydrogen bonded groups, which forms cross-hands interaction between domains in molecules of pepsin-like enzymes, has been revealed. The chain contains a pair of 6 symmetrically related hydrogen bonds between main chain atoms and the two conserved water molecules. The peptide groups forming hydrogen bond with the inner oxygens of the active carboxyls are important elements of the chain. The so-called "fireman grip" hydrogen bonding, consisting of a pair of the two symmetrically related bonds, is an integral part of this system of interactions. One of the water molecules in this system has a zero accessibility and forms a very short hydrogen bond with the active site interacting peptide group. This chain connects tightly the two regions of domains which have a high correlation in conformational mobility. The retroviral enzymes have an abortive chain of the interdomain interaction in this region which is reduced to the "fireman grip" net.